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Differencesof Opinion, Short-Sales
Constraints,and Market Crashes
Harrison Hong
PrincetonUniversity
Jeremy C. Stein
HarvardUniversity and NBER
We develop a theory of marketcrashes based on differences of opinion among investors.
Because of short-salesconstraints,bearishinvestorsdo not initially participatein the market and their informationis not revealed in prices. However, if other previously bullish
investors bail out of the market,the originally bearish group may become the marginal
"supportbuyers,"and more will be learnedabout their signals. Thus accumulatedhidden
informationcomes out during marketdeclines. The model explains a variety of stylized
facts about crashes and also makes a distinctive new prediction-that returns will be
more negatively skewed conditionalon high tradingvolume.

In this article we addressthe question of why stock marketsmay be vulnerable to crashes. To get startedwe need to articulateprecisely what we mean
by the word "crash."Our definition of a crash encompasses three distinct
elements: 1) A crash is an unusually large movement in stock prices that
occurs without a correspondinglylarge public news event; 2) moreover,this
large price change is negative; and 3) a crash is a "contagious"marketwide
phenomenon-that is, it involves not just an abruptdecline in the price of
a single stock, but rathera highly correlateddrop in the prices of an entire
class of stocks.
Each of these three elements of our definition can be grounded in a set
of robustempirical facts. First, with respect to large price movements in the
absence of public news, Cutler,Poterba,and Summers(1989) documentthat
many of the biggest postwarmovementsin the S&P 500 index-most notably
the stock-marketbreakof October 1987-have not been accompaniedby any
particularlydramaticnews events. Similarly Roll (1984, 1988) and French
and Roll (1986) demonstratein various ways that it is hard to explain asset
price movements with tangible public information.
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The second element of our definitionis motivatedby a strikingempirical
asymmetry-the fact that big price changes are more likely to be decreases
rather than increases. In other words, stock markets melt down, but they
don't melt up. This asymmetrycan be measuredin a couple of ways. One
approachis to look directly at historical stock return data; in this vein it
can be noted that of the ten biggest one-day movements in the S&P 500
since 1947, nine were declines.1More generally,a large literaturedocuments
that stock returns exhibit negative skewness, or, equivalently,"asymmetric
volatility"-a tendency for volatility to go up with negative returns.2
Alternatively,since gauging the probabilitiesof extreme moves with historical data is inevitablyplaguedby "peso problems,"one can look to options
prices for more informationon returndistributions.Consider, for example,
the pricing of three-monthS&P 500 options on January 27, 1999, when
Black and Scholes (1973) implied volatility was (i) 39.8% for out-of-themoney puts (strike = 80% of current price); (ii) 27.5% for at-the-money
options; and (iii) 17.5% for out-of-the-moneycalls (strike = 120% of the
currentprice). These prices are obviously at odds with the lognormal distributionassumed in the Black-Scholes model, and can only be rationalized
with an implied distributionthat is strongly negatively skewed. As shown
by Bates (2001), Bakshi, Cao, and Chen (1997), and Dumas, Fleming, and
Whaley (1998), this pronouncedpattern(often termed a "smirk")in indexoption implied volatilities has been the norm since the stock-marketcrash of
October 1987.3
The third and final element of our definition of crashes is that they are
marketwide phenomena. That is, crashes involve a degree of cross-stock
contagion. This notion of contagion correspondsto the empirical observation that the correlation of individual stock returns increases sharply in a
falling market [see, e.g., Duffee (1995a)]. Again, the results from historical
data are corroboratedby options prices. For example, Kelly (1994) writes
that "US equity index options exhibit a steep volatility (smirk) while single
stock options do not have as steep a (smirk). One explanation... is that the
marketanticipatesan increase in correlationduring a marketcorrection."
In our effort to develop a theory that can come to grips with all three of
these empiricalregularities,we focus on the consequences of differences of
Moreover,the one increase-of 9.10% on October21, 1987-was right on the heels of the 20.47% decline on
October 19, and arguablyrepresenteda working out of the microstructuraldistortionscreatedon that chaotic
day (jammed phone lines, overwhelmedmarketmakers,unexecutedorders,etc.) ratherthan an independent,
autonomousprice change.
2 Work on skewness and
asymmetric volatility includes Pindyck (1984), French, Schwert, and Stambaugh
(1987), Nelson (1991), Campbell and Hentschel (1992), Engle and Ng (1993), Glosten, Jagannathanand
Runkle (1993), Braun,Nelson and Sunier (1995), Duffee (1995b), Bekaert and Wu (2000), and Wu (2001).
3 These and otherrecentarticleson
options pricingfind thatone can betterfit the index-optionsdataby modeling
volatility as a diffusion process that is negatively correlatedwith the process for stock returns.However,they
do not address the question of what economic mechanismmight be responsiblefor the negative correlation.
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opinion among investors.4We model differences of opinion very simply, by
assuming that there are two investors, A and B, each of whom gets a private
signal about a stock's terminalpayoff. As a matterof objective reality, each
investor's signal contains some useful information.However, A only pays
attentionto his own signal, even if that of B is revealedto him in prices, and
vice versa. Thus, even without any exogenous noise trading, A and B will
typically have differentvaluationsfor the asset.
In addition to investors A and B, our model also incorporatesa class of
fully rational,risk-neutralarbitrageurs.These arbitrageursrecognize that the
best estimate of the stock's true value is obtained by averaging the signals
of A and B. However, the arbitrageursmay not always get to see both of
these signals. This is because we assume-and all our results hinge crucially
on this assumption-that investors A and B face short-salesconstraints,and
thereforecan only take long positions in the stock.
To get a feel for the logic behind our model, imagine that at some time 1,
investorB gets a pessimistic signal, so that his valuationfor the stock at this
time lies well below A's. Because of the short-salesconstraint,investorB will
simply sit out of the market,and the only trade will be between investor A
and the arbitrageurs.The arbitrageursare rationalenough to deduce that B's
signal is below A's, but they cannot know exactly by how much. Thus the
market price at time 1 impounds A's prior informationbut does not fully
reflect B's time 1 signal.
Next, suppose that at time 2, investor A gets a new positive signal. Since
A continues to be the more optimistic of the two, his new time 2 signal
is incorporatedinto the price, while B's preexisting time 1 signal remains
hidden.
Now contrast this with the situation where investor A gets a bad signal
at time 2. Here things are more complicated, and it is possible that some of
B's previously hidden time 1 signal may be revealed at time 2. Intuitively,
as A bails out of the marketat time 2, arbitrageurswill learn something by
observing if and at what price B steps in and starts being willing to buy.
For example, it may be that B starts buying after the price drops by only
5% from its time 1 value. In this case, the arbitrageurslearn that B's time 1
signal was not all that bad. But if B doesn't step in even after the price drops
by 20%, then the arbitrageursmust conclude that B's time 1 signal was more
negative than they had previously thought. In other words, the failure of B
to offer "buying support"in the face of A's selling is additionalbad news
for the arbitrageursabove and beyond the direct bad news that is inherentin
A's desire to sell.
4 Harrisand Raviv (1993), Kandel and Pearson
(1995), and Odean (1998) are among the recent articles that
emphasize the importance of differences of opinion. However, the focus in these articles is primarily on
not
understandingtrading volume,
large price movements. See also Harrisonand Kreps (1978) and Varian
(1989) for related work.
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It is easy to see from this discussion how the model capturesthe first two
elements in our definition of a crash. First, note that the price movement at
time 2 may be totally out of proportionto the news arrival(i.e., the signal
to A) that occurs at this time, since it may also reflect the impact of B's
previously hidden signal. In this sense we are quite close in spirit to Romer
(1993), who makes the very insightfulpoint thatthe tradingprocess can cause
the endogenous revelationof pent-up privateinformation,and can therefore
lead to large price changes based on only small observablecontemporaneous
news events.5
Second-and here we differ sharply from Romer, whose model is inherently symmetric-there is a fundamentalasymmetryat work in our framework. When A gets a good signal at time 2, it is revealed in the price, but
nothing else is. However, when A gets a bad signal at time 2, not only is
this signal revealed,but B's priorhidden informationmay come out as well.
Thus more total informationcomes out when the marketis falling (i.e., when
A has a bad signal), which is anotherway of saying that the biggest observed
price movements will be declines.
The one feature of our model that is not readily apparentfrom the brief
discussion above is the one having to do with contagion,or increasedcorrelation among stocks in a downturn.To get at this we have to augmentthe story
so that there are multiple stocks. This opens the possibility that a sell-off in
one stock i causes the release of pent-upinformationthat is not only relevant
for pricing that stock i, but also for pricing another stock j. Consequently,
bad news tends to heighten the correlationamong stocks. And of interest is
that the price of stock j may now move significantlyat a time when there is
absolutely no contemporaneousnews about its own fundamentals.
In additionto fitting these existing stylized facts, the theory makes further
distinctive predictions which allow for "out-of-sample"tests. These predictions have to do with the conditional nature of return asymmetries-that
is, the circumstances under which negative skewness in returns will the
strongest. When the differences of opinion that set the stage for negative
asymmetriesare most pronounced,there tends to be abnormallyhigh trading volume. Therefore elevated trading volume should be associated with
increasednegative skewness, both in the time series and in the cross section.
In empirical work that was initiated after the first draft of this article was
completed [Chen, Hong, and Stein (2001)], we develop evidence consistent
with these predictionsabout the conditionalnatureof skewness. At the same
time, however, we also document a fact that, on the face of it, is harderto
squarewith our model: the unconditionalaverage skewness of daily returns
for individualstocks is positive, in contrastto the significantnegative skewness in the returnsof the marketportfolio. Indeed, one might argue that this
See also Caplin and Leahy (1994) for anothermodel in which previously hidden informationcan be endogenously revealed in large clumps.
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fact is particularlyat odds with our theory to the extent that individualstocks
are harderto shortthan the marketas a whole. As we discuss in detail below,
the positive averageskewness of individualstocks most likely reflects factors
that are left out of the model, such as a tendency for managers to release
negative firm-specificinformationin a gradualpiecemeal fashion.
Our theory of crashes can be thought of as "behavioral,"in that it relies
on less-than-fullyrationalbehavioron the part of investors A and B. Indeed,
the differences of opinion that we model can be interpretedas a form of
overconfidence, whereby each investor (incorrectly) thinks his own private
signal is more precise than the other's. Or, alternatively,as in Hong and
Stein (1999), the differences of opinion can be thought of as reflecting a
type of bounded rationality in which investors are simply unable to make
inferences from prices. Of course, the usual critique that is applied to these
sorts of models is "what happens when one allows for rational arbitrage?"
And, in fact, in most models in the behavioralgenre, sufficientlyrisk-tolerant
rational arbitragetends to blunt or even eliminate the impact of the lessrationalagents.
In contrast, our results go through even with rational risk-neutralarbitrageurswho can take infinitely long or short positions. This is because the
interplaybetween the arbitrageursand the less-rationalinvestors is different
than in, say, the noise-traderframeworkof DeLong et al. (1990). In their setting, the less-rationaltradershave no informationaboutfundamentals,and so
the job of the arbitrageursis just to absorbthe additionalrisk that these noise
traderscreate. In our model, the job of the arbitrageursis more complicated,
because while investors A and B are not fully rational,they do have access
to legitimate privateinformationthat the arbitrageursneed. Thus infinite risk
tolerance on the part of the rationalarbitrageursis not sufficientto make the
model equivalentto one in which everybody behaves fully rationally.6
Of course, by making our arbitrageursrisk neutral, we lose the ability
to say anything about expected returns-all expected returnsin our model
are zero, and our implications are only for the higher-ordermoments of the
returndistribution.So unlike much of the behavioral finance literature,we
do not attempt to speak to the large body of empirical evidence on return
predictability.But it is interestingto note that while behavioralmodels have
been used extensively to address the facts on predictability,as well as to
explain trading volume, there has been very little serious effort (of which
we are aware) to explain marketcrashes based on behavioralconsiderations.
Ironically, all the best existing models of large price movements are, like
Romer (1993), rational models.7 It is not much of an exaggeration to say
6 The idea that arbitrageursinteractwith a class of investorswho have valuableinformationbut who overweight
this informationis also central to Hong and Stein (1999).
7 We discuss this "rationalcrash"literaturein detail below.
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that a state-of-the-artbehavioralexplanationof a marketcrash is something
along the lines of "therewas an abruptchange in investor sentiment."
The remainderof the article is organized as follows. In Section 1 we lay
out the assumptionsof our model. For simplicity,we considerthe case where
there is a single tradedasset, which can be interpretedeither as an individual
stock or as the marketportfolio. In Section 2 we solve the model and flesh
out its implications for the distributionof returns at different horizons. In
Section 3 we briefly examine a couple of multiple-assetextensions, which
allow us to address issues such as the potential for increased cross-stock
correlationsin a falling market.In Section 4 we examine the model's empirical content. In Section 5 we discuss the link between our work and previous
researchon large price movementsand/orreturnasymmetries.Section 6 concludes.
1. The Model
1.1 Timing and information structure
Our model has four dates, which we label times 0, 1, 2, and 3. Initially we
considerthe case where there is one "stock"that will pay a terminaldividend
of D at time 3; it should be stressed that this "stock"can equally well be
thought of as the marketportfolio. There are three potential tradersin the
stock: investors A and B, and a group of competitive, risk-neutralrational
arbitrageurs.InvestorsA and B are subject to short-salesconstraints,but the
arbitrageursare not.8 One can interpretthe short-sales constraintsliterally,
but they might also be thought of as reflecting institutionalrestrictions-for
example, A and B might be mutual fund managerswho, by virtue of their
chartersor regulation,are deterredfrom taking short positions.9
InvestorsA and B take turnsgetting informativesignals aboutthe terminal
dividend.In particular,at time 1, investorB observes SB, and next, at time 2,
investor A observes SA. From an objective rational perspective (that of the
arbitrageurs),each of these signals is equally informative, as the terminal
dividend is given by
D = (SA + SB)/2 + E,

(1)

8 Of importanceis that the model does not rest on the assumption that all or even most players are subject
to the short-salesconstraints.Indeed, the unconstrainedrisk-neutralarbitrageurscan be seen as representing
the vast majorityof buying power in the market.All that we really requireis that some investors who have
significantinformationbe constrained.
9 A relevantfact in this regardcomes from Almazan et al. (2001). They documentthat roughly 70% of mutual
funds explicitly state (in Form N-SAR that they file with the SEC) that they are not permittedto sell short.
This is obviously a lower bound on the fraction of funds that never take short positions. Moreover, Koski
and Pontiff (1999) find in a study of 679 equity mutualfunds that more than 79% of the funds make no use
whatsoeverof derivatives(either futures or options). Given that derivativesare likely to be the most efficient
means for implementinga short position, it would not appearthat our approachis founded on an empirically
unrealisticpremise.
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where e is a normally distributedshock with mean zero and variance normalized to one.
As discussed in the introduction,investorsA and B each incorrectlybelieve
that only their own signals are informative.This behavioralbias, which can
be thought of as a form of overconfidence,induces a difference of opinion
among the various agents in the model as to the value of the stock. So, for
example, when investorA observes SAat time 2, he believes that the terminal
dividend has an expected value of SA, irrespectiveof anythinghe might be
able to infer about SB.10Assuming for simplicity that investor A has CARA
utility with a risk aversion coefficient of one, if he is offered the stock at
time 2 at a price of P2, his demandwill, in light of the short-salesconstraint,
be given by
QA(P2) = max[SA - P2, 0].

(2)

Here we are using the lowercase notation P2 to indicate that we are talking
about a "trial"price that may be off the equilibriumpath.1 We will reserve
the uppercase notation P, and P2 to refer to the equilibriumprices that are
realized at time 1 and time 2, respectively;the significanceof this distinction
will become apparentshortly.Similarly investor B's demandfor the stock at
time t (t = 1, 2), if he is offered the stock at a price of Pt, will be12
QB(Pt)

=

max[SB -

, 0].

(3)

Prior to being realized at time 1, SB is uniformly distributedon the interval [0, 2V]. Thus the rationalexpectationof SB as of time 0 is EO[SB]= V.
Prior to being realized at time 2, SA is uniformly and independentlydistributedon [H, 2V +H], so that Eo[SA]= E [SA]= V+ H. Note that V can
be interpretedas a measure of the variance of the news that is received by
the investors,while H can be thoughtof as an ex ante measureof the heterogeneity of their opinions. In what follows, we assume that 0 < H < 2V. This
implies that investor B-who moves first-is on average more bearish than
investor A. This assumptionis not crucial to our results. Indeed, we discuss
in Section 2.4.1 below how the results generalize when we reformulatethe
model so that the bearish investor B moves first with probabilityone-half,
while the bullish investor A also moves first with probabilityone-half. The
reason that we begin by restricting ourselves to the case where B always
10

The degree of overconfidenceneed not be as extreme as we are assuming here. All that we really need is
that A does not adjust his valuationall the way to the rationallevel given in Equation(1) upon learning B's
signal, and vice versa.

We are treatingA and B as price takers.So it may be more accurateto think of each of them as corresponding
to a group of competitive investors who all get the same signal.
12For

simplicity, we are assuming that investor B's demand for the stock at time 1 depends only on his
expectationof the terminaldividend, and not on the price that he expects to prevailat time 2. This assumption
is not at all critical for our results.
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moves first is that, as will become clear shortly,this case allows us to highlight the centralintuitionof the model, while greatlyreducingthe complexity
of the analysis.
1.2 The price-setting mechanism
We now turn to the determinationof prices at the various dates. Note that
because of the risk neutrality of the arbitrageurs,we can without loss of
generality set the supply of the stock to zero. It is also easy to see that the
price at time 0 is given by
Po = V + H/2.

(4)

This is just the arbitrageurs'ex ante expectation of the terminal dividend
before either A or B have received their signals. But once these signals
begin to be realized, at times 1 and 2, the issue of price setting becomes a
bit more complicated, and we have to be clear about the mechanism that is
used.
We assume the following setup at times 1 and 2. InvestorsA and B, along
with the arbitrageurs,are all togetherin a room with an auctioneer.Any time
the auctioneerannouncesa trial price Pt, the participantsrespondby calling
out their demands. Because of the short-sales constraints,investors A and
B only call out something if their demands are positive; otherwise they are
silent. The arbitrageurs,who face no short-sales constraint,are free to call
out either positive or negative demands. It is importantthat the arbitrageurs
are able to observe any demands called out by investors A and B.
The auctioneerfollows a simple mechanical rule, which could be carried
out by a computer.He startsby announcinga "high"trial price, say 2V + H,
which is known to be higher than anybody's highest possible valuation. At
this high price, the net excess demandfor the stock is certainto be negative.
The auctioneerthen graduallybegins to adjustthe price. His adjustmentrule
is that as long as the excess demand remains negative, he lowers the price.
Conversely,if he ever reaches a point where the excess demand is positive,
he raises the price. This process continues until the market clears-that is,
until the auctioneerfinds a price such that the excess demand for the stock
is zero.
As will become clear below, this auction mechanism provides us with a
simple way to determinea unique equilibriumprice at each date. Moreover,
the equilbriumwill have the intuitive propertythat whicheverinvestor (A or
B) has the more positive signal at a given date will be long the stock, and his
signal will be fully revealed. In contrast,the investor with the less positive
signal will not own any shares in equilibrium,and his signal may or may
not be revealed in the course of the auction. Although it is obviously something of a modeling contrivance,we do not think that our auction scheme
is too unrealistic.In fact, it resembles quite closely the opening procedures
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used in several major stock markets,including the Paris Bourse, the Toronto
Exchange, and the New York Stock Exchange.13
1.3 The rational expectations benchmark
Before solving the model with differences of opinion, we digress briefly and
consider the benchmarkcase where all the players in the model are fully
rational. In this benchmarkcase, investors A and B, like the arbitrageurs,
recognize that the best estimate of the terminal dividend (conditional on
knowing SA and SB) is given by (SA + SB)/2 rather than just by their own

privatesignals. This results in the following outcome:
Proposition 1. When investorsA and B are fully rational, the short-sales
constraint does not bind. Prices fully reflect all informationas soon as it
becomes available to investors:

PI = (V + H + S)/2;

(5a)

P2 = (SA + SB)/2.

(5b)

Consequently,returns are symmetricallydistributedat time 1 and time 2.
Returns are also homoscedastic-that is, they have the same variance at
time 1 as at time 2.
To see the logic of the proof, consider time 1, and suppose that investor
B's informationhas not yet come out duringthe auctionprocess. This implies
that investorB's estimateof the terminaldividendis lower than any trialprice
p, that has been announced.At the same time, any market-clearingprice P1
must equal the risk-neutralarbitrageurs'estimate of the terminal dividend.
And the arbitrageursrecognize that investor B is rational and strictly better
informed than they are at time 1. Thus as long as SB has not been revealed,
the arbitrageursknow that the trial price p, is too high, and the market
cannot clear. Similar reasoning establishes that the market cannot clear at
time 2 unless SAhas been revealed.
Proposition 1 is significant because it highlights the key role that differences of opinion play in our model. The results on return asymmetries
and heteroscedasticitythat we obtain below are not driven solely by the
short-salesconstraint;ratherthe short-salesconstraintmust interactwith the
differences of opinion to generate anythinginteresting.14
3 The Paris Bourse would seem to be especially close to what we have in mind:
duringa preopeningperiod, trial

clearing prices are transmittedto some tradersalong with informationon excess demand at those prices, and
the traderscan revise their orders multiple times before a marketclearing price is established. See Domowitz
and Madhavan(1998) for details.

4 This feature distinguishes our model from that of Diamond and Verrecchia(1987), where short-sales constraintsmattereven in a setting where everybody is rational.Loosely speaking, the difference arises because
our price-settingmechanism allows for more informationsharingamong tradersat a given point in time than
theirs, which in turn gives the rationalityassumptionmore bite.
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2. Solving the Model with Differences of Opinion
2.1 Time 1: the potential for hidden information
We now turn back to the situation where there are differences of opinion.
Now it is possible that an investor's signal may not be revealed in equilibrium, if he is sufficiently pessimistic. Let us first examine what happens at
time 1, when the only private informationis held by investor B. We can
distinguishtwo possible cases:
Case 1. InvestorB's informationis revealed, in which case
PI = (V+H+SB)/2.

(6)

Case 2. InvestorB's informationremainshidden, in which case
Pi = (V + H)/2 + E [SB NR]/2,

(7)

where E1[SBINR]is the time 1 conditional expectationof SB, given that SB
has not been revealed.
When can Case 2 occur?Given our auctionmechanism,a necessarycondition for SB to remainhidden is that SB< P. In words, investorB's valuation
must not exceed the market-clearingprice, or otherwisehe would have called
out a nonzero demand during the auction, thereby tipping his signal to the
arbitrageurs.Holding the arbitrageurs'conjecturesfixed, the necessary condition becomes harderto satisfy the higher is SB. This suggests that there
will be a cutoff value of SB-which we denote by SB-such that if SB lies
above SB, the equilibriummust involve revelationof SB.
It is easy to establish what the value of SB must be. If there is revelation
for all values of SB > SB, then the expected value of SB conditional on no
revelation,E1[SBINR],must equal SB/2. This implies that the price in Case 2
is given by
P, = (V +H)/2+SB/4.

(8)

But we can only be in Case 2 if SB < P1. So one solves for the cutoff SB by
setting it equal to P,, which gives us:
Lemma 1. Let the cutoffvalue for SB be
SB= 2(V+H)/3.

(9)

Thenfor all values of SB > SB, there must be revelation of SB-that is, we
must be in Case 1.
It is worthwhileto map out specifically how the auctionmechanismworks
in Case 1, when SB > SB, and hence SB is revealed. There are two qualitatively distinct scenarios. In the first, SB is "very high;" in particular
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SB > (V + H), which means that investor B's valuation is higher even than
the ex ante expectation of A's valuation. (Note that this can only occur if
we make the assumptionthat H < V.) As the auctioneerstarts to work the
trial price down, initially all he hears are sell ordersfrom the arbitrageurs,as
the trial price is above everybody's valuation.When the auctioneergets to a
trial price Pl = SB, investor B calls out, revealing his signal. At this point,
the arbitrageursbecome fully informed. They recognize that the true value
of the stock is (V + H + SB)/2, so at p, = SB, they continue to want to sell.
Thus the price keeps dropping until it hits (V + H + SB)/2, at which point
the marketclears. Observethat in this scenario,the bullish investorB is long
the stock in equilibrium.
In the second scenario of Case 1, SB is only "moderatelyhigh;" that is,
SB < SB < (V + H). Now the auctioneer'strial price can drop furtherwith
investor B staying silent. For any trial price p, in this silent region, and
below 2V, the arbitrageurs'conditional estimate of the terminal payoff is
just (V + H)/2 + E[SBISB < pi]/2 = (V + H)/2 + p/4. This implies that the
longer investor B stays quiet in the face of droppingtrial prices, the lower
the arbitrageurs'estimate drops. Moreover,as long as this estimate remains
below the trial price of p,, the risk-neutralarbitrageurshave infinite negative
demand. This in turn causes the auctioneerto move p, down further.When
p, hits SB, investor B calls out, thereby revealing his signal. This is good
news for the arbitrageurs-they learn that they are in Case 1 rather than
Case 2-so their estimate of the value jumps discretely,to (V + H + SB)/2.
As a result, there is now positive excess demand, and the auctioneerhas to
raise the price back up to meet the arbitrageurs'new estimate, at which point
the marketfinally clears.
A subtle point about this second scenario is that SB is revealed through
the auction process even though, in equilibrium,investor B ends up holding
no shares. This is because in this scenario, the trial price at some point
necessarily falls below the ultimate equilibriumprice, causing investor B to
call out a demand and reveal his signal.
If SB < SB, however, SB can remain concealed. More precisely, given our
auction mechanism,we can show:
Lemma 2. For all values of SB < SB, the unique equilibriuminvolves the
"pooling" outcome of Case 2, where SB remainshidden, and where
P1 = (V + H)/2 + S/4

= 2(V + H)/3.

(10)

The ex ante probability of winding up in this pooling equilibrium is
(V + H)/3V. That is, pooling is more likely when there is more ex ante
heterogeneityin opinions, as measuredby the parameter H.
In this case, the auction proceeds as follows. The auctioneer works the
trial price Pl down, as before. But this time, before p, falls to SB, and hence
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before investorB calls out, the trialprice hits SB.At p, = SB,the arbitrageurs'
estimate of value, (V + H)/2 + p,/4, equals the prevailingtrial price. So the
marketclears before investor B ever gets in.
It should be pointed out that the uniqueness of the pooling equilibrium
for SB < SB is a consequence of our assumptionsabout the adjustmentrule
followed by the auctioneer. To see why, suppose the auctioneer was not
restricted to adjusting prices gradually, but instead could discontinuously
announce a trial price of zero. At this point, investor B would always call
out a demand, for any value of SB. That is, SB would always be revealed,
no matterhow low. Thus our auction mechanism, while it is arguablyreasonable, is also critical to establishingthe centralfeatureof our model-that
some informationmay remain hidden at time 1.15
2.2 Time 2: previously hidden information may be revealed
The bottom line from our analysis of time 1 is that if SB is low enough,
it may not be immediately revealed. Now we move to time 2. The primary
goal here is to show that a low draw of investor A's signal, SA, may cause
furtherinformationon SB to come out. So naturally,much of our focus will
be on that branch of the time 1 tree where we were in Case 2, and SB
was hidden. However, because we ultimately want to be able to provide a
complete descriptionof the distributionof returnsat both time 1 and time 2,
we also need to fill in what happens along the less interestingbranchof the
tree where there was no hidden informationat time 1-that is, where we
were previously in Case 1. This is where we begin.
2.2.1 Case 1: B's signal was revealed at time 1. If SB has already been
revealed,the analysis at time 2 is very similarto thatat time 1. If the signal of
investorA, SA,is relativelyhigh, it will also be revealed at time 2. However,
if it is sufficiently low, it may remain hidden. In particularwe can show
Lemma 3. Assume that SB has been revealedat time 1. Let the cutoff value
for SA be
SA = (2SB + H)/3.

(11)

For all values of SA > SA, SA is also revealed at time 2, and
P2 = (SA + SB)/2.

(12)

Wecall this Case 1.A.
5 Though we discuss an alternativemodeling approachthat also results in hidden informationbelow, in Section
2.4.2.
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Lemma 4. Assume that SB has been revealed at time 1. If SA < SA, equilibriumat time 2 involves a pooling outcome where SA remains hidden, and
where
P2 = SB/2 + (H + SA)/4 = (2SB + H)/3.

(13)

Wecall this Case 1.B.
2.2.2 Case 2: B's signal was hidden at time 1. If SB has not yet been
revealed, the analysis at time 2 is more interesting;this is where the heartof
our model lies. The results in this case can be characterizedby four lemmas.
These four lemmas, which are proven in the appendix,collectively provide a
complete characterizationof the possible time 2 outcomes for all parameter
values.
First, if investor A gets good news at time 2-that is, if SAturnsout to be
above its ex ante expectation-no furtherinformationon SB comes out. That
is,
Lemma 5. Assume that SB was hidden at time 1. If SA> (V + H), then SA
is revealed, and SB continues to pool below the old time 1 cutoff of SB. The
price in this case is given by
P2 = SA/2 + S/4

= SA/2 + (V + H)/6.

(14)

We call this Case 2.A.
This makes intuitive sense; given that investorB was too pessimistic relative
to the prior on SA to get into the market and tip his signal at time 1, he
certainly won't get in at time 2 if A becomes even more optimistic and the
gap between A's and B's valuationswidens.
Second, if investorA gets a bad signal at time 2, some furtherinformation
on SB will come out. Of importance,however, is that this need not imply
that SB is fully revealed. Instead, it is possible that SB will still pool, but
inside a lower portionof its support.That is, it may be learnedthat SB< SB*,
where S** is a new cutoff level that is below SB. This clearly representsa
sharpeningof the market'sinformationon SB, but it is not total revelation.
Moreover,in this setting, one can meaningfullytalk about "how much more"
informationon SB has come out-the lower the new cutoff SB*,the more has
been learned. More precisely, we have
Lemma 6. Assume that SB was hidden at time 1, and also that SA <
(V + H). Let the new cutoff
S -- 2SA/3.

(15)
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If SB < SB*,then SA is revealed, and SB pools below the new cutoff of SB*.
Theprice in this case is given by
P2 = SA/2 + S

4 = 2SA/3.(16)

Wecall this Case 2.B.
Thus, if SB is small enough relative to SA, it may still remain partially
hidden at time 2. On the other hand, if SB exceeds the new cutoff S**,it will
be fully revealed.In fact, there are two distinct scenariosin which SB is fully
revealed. First, SB may be fully revealed, while SA is hidden below a cutoff
value of SA:
Lemma 7. Assume that SB was hidden at time 1, and also that SA <
(V + H). As in Lemma3, let the cutoff on SA be
S = (2SB + H)/3.

(17)

If SA < SA, and simultaneously SB > H, then SA pools below SA, while SB is

fully revealed. The price in this case is given by
P2 = SB/2 + (H + S)/4

= (2SB + H)/3.

(18)

Wecall this Case 2.C
Alternatively,both SB and SA can be revealed.
Lemma 8. Assume that SB was hidden at time 1. For any parametervalues
not already covered in Lemmas 5-7, both SA and SB are fully revealed at
time 2. Theprice in this case is given by
P2 = (SA + SB)/2.

(19)

Wecall this Case 2.D
The key point that emerges from the analysis is that, holding fixed the
actual realizationof SB, more informationon SB comes out the lower is SA.
This shows up in two ways. First, for a lower SA, SB is more likely to be
fully revealed. Second, even if it is not fully revealed, a lower value of SA
implies that SB will remainhidden in a smaller portionof the lower support
of its distribution.
We think that this feature of the model-the time 2 link between the
realizationof SAand the amountof new informationthat comes out on SBbest embodies the central economic intuition that we are trying to capture.
Essentially our story is one in which a change of hearton the partof a previously optimisticinvestor(A) tests the resolve of anotherpreviously sidelined
investor (B). The extent to which B is willing to step in and offer buying
support as A bails out of the market is importantdata to the arbitrageurs.
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And the more completely A bails, the more informativeis the experiment
conducted on the ostensible supportbuyers.
Figure 1 provides a compact illustrationof all of our results to this point.
It shows how the entire parameterspace can be partitionedinto six regions,
correspondingto our Cases 1.A, 1.B, 2.A, 2.B, 2.C, and 2.D. Having done
this partitioning-and knowing the equilibriumprices P1 and P2 that arise in
each region-we can now make a variety of statementsabout the distributional propertiesof returns.For example, as we will demonstrateshortly,it is
a straightforwardtask to computethe skewness of returnsat varioushorizons,
simply by taking the appropriateintegralsover the differentregions.
2.3 Implications for return asymmetries at different horizons
2.3.1 Asymmetries in "big moves." One simple, nonparametricway of
thinkingaboutasymmetriesin the distributionof extremereturnsis to calculate

Case I.B: A's signal hidden at t=2,
B's signal revealed at t=l.
/
Case I.A: A's signal revealed at
t=2, B's signal revealed at t=l.

2(V+H)/3

Case II.A: A's signal revealed
at t=2, B's signal hidden always,
below 2(V+H)/3.

H
2H/3

0

H

V+H

2V+H

A's Signal
Figure 1
Partition of equilibrium outcomes depending on A's and B's signals, SA and SB, respectively
Graphicalclassification of Cases 1.A, 1.B, 2.A, 2.B, 2.C, and 2.D characterizedin Lemmas 3-8.
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the largestpossible moves-either up or down-that can occur at times 1 and
2. Considertime 1 first, and define the time 1 return
R, = P,-P P.

(20)

Given our earlierresults, it is easy to show that the biggest possible up-move
at time 1, which we denote by BIGU(R1), equals V/2. This occurs when
SB attains its highest value, and is fully revealed at time 1. In contrast,the
biggest possible down-move(in absolutevalue terms),BIGD(R1), is given by
V/3- H/6, which is strictly smaller than BIGU(R1).Down-moves are less
extreme at time 1 because if SB is very low, it is not fully revealed.Thus the
asymmetryat time 1 is the opposite of what we are looking for-it suggests
that the largestprice movementswill be increases, not decreases. Again, this
is a direct consequence of the fact that bad news is hidden at time 1.
Next, consider returnsat time 2,
R2 =P2-P,.

(21)

As before, the biggest possible up-move, now denoted BIGU(R2), equals
V/2. This reflects the highest possible realizationof SA, and the observation
that when SA embodies good news, no further information on SB comes
out. But now the biggest possible down-move,BIGD(R2), is given by 2V/3,
which is strictly larger than BIGU(R2). The reason the down-move can be
more extreme is that it representsnot only the full revelation of the lowest
possible SA, but also furthernews about SB, a piece of informationwhich
had been hidden from the marketbefore time 2.
Thus while returns at time 1 are suggestive of a positive asymmetry in
the distribution,returns at time 2 are suggestive of a negative asymmetry.
Moreover,the effect at time 2 is in a sense stronger,because the varianceof
returnsat this time is greater.One way to express this is as follows:
Proposition 2. Takinginto account both R1 and R2, the overall largestpossible one-period returnoccurs on a down-move.
So in an unconditionalsense, it is indeed accurateto say that the distribution of extremereturnsis characterizedby a negativeasymmetry-the biggest
movements in the stock price will be decreases. This propertyof the model
correspondsclosely to the historicalfacts discussed in the introduction.
2.3.2 Skewness. An alternativeway to measure asymmetriesin the return
distributionis to calculate the skewness, or thirdmoment, of the distribution.
As mentionedearlier,these skewness calculations are conceptually straightforward,thoughthey involve fairly laboriousintegration.With the help of the
computerprogramMathematica,we are able to solve everything in closed
form, and the results that we report below are based on the propertiesof
these closed-form solutions. All details are in the appendix.
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Again, we begin by considering the propertiesof the time 1 return, R1.
Analogous to our result with big moves, this returnis positively skewed:
Lemma 9. For all values of H and V, E[R3] > 0.
Moving to the time 2 return,R2, we find thatthings are a little more subtle.
Conditional on SB having been hidden at time 1, R2 is indeed negatively
skewed; this is where the intuiton from our big moves analysis carries over
directly.But it turnsout thatconditionalon SBhaving been revealedat time 1,
R2 is actually slightly positively skewed, for exactly the same reasons that
R1 is positively skewed-there may be some hiding of bad news, in this
case bad news about SA.(This positive skewness effect at time 2 comes from
Case 1.B.) Putting it all together, it turns out that, from an unconditional
perspective, R2 will be negatively skewed for all but the smallest values of
H. More precisely, we have
Lemma 10. Conditionalon being in Case 2, E[R3 Case2] < 0. Conditional
on being in Case 1, E[R ICase1] > 0. Unconditionally,E[R3] is monotonically decreasing in the ratio H/V, and is negativefor values of H/V > .38.
Of course, from an empirical perspective,it is more helpful to be able to
make statementsthat do not depend on whether we take the perspective of
time 1 or time 2.16 In this spirit, we have
Proposition 3. Define the overall unconditionalskewness of short-horizon
returnsto be
E[R3] +E[R3]
2
E[R3] = - 2

(22)

(22)

Our model has the property that E[R3] < 0 for values of H/V > 1.69.
Thus one of our central results is that short-horizonreturns will, in an
unconditionalsense, be negatively skewed as long as there is enough ex ante
heterogeneity in investors' opinions-that is, as long as H is large enough
relativeto V. Figure 2 illustratesthe results of Lemmas 9 and 10, along with
those of Proposition 3, showing how our various conditional and unconditional measures of short-horizonskewness vary with the ratio H/V.
To see intuitively why a high value of H/V necessarily leads to negative
skewness, consider the limiting situation where H = 2V. As we saw earlier
(Lemma 2), in this situationCase 1 disappears,and we are always in Case 2,
6 We are

ignoring R3, the returnfrom time 2 to time 3, in our skewness calculations. Given our assumption
of uniform distributions,this is of no consequence-R3 will always be symmetricallydistributedand hence
contributenothing to overall skewness. This is because any remaininginformationthat comes out at time 3
is just a draw from a truncateduniform distribution,which is itself still uniform, and hence symmetric.This
feature no longer holds with alternativedistributions,as we discuss in Section 2.4.3 below.
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Skewness and differences of opinion
Plot of various skewness measuresagainst a measureof differences of opinion, H/V.

where SB is hidden at time 1. Consequentlyprices do not move at all at time
1, so the positive skewness in time 1 returnsfrom Lemma 9 drops out of the
picture. All we are left with is the negative Case 2 skewness at time 2 from
Lemma 10.
It is useful to pause and ask why these results for skewness appearto be
less decisive than those for big moves. Recall that with regardto big moves,
we have the sharp conclusion that the largest possible move is always a
decline, irrespectiveof the value of H. In contrast,with skewness, it seems
that we need to put some restrictionson H/V to get a clear-cut negative
asymmetry.
This divergencereflects the fact that our model embodies two competing
effects: a hiding-of-bad-newseffect at time 1 that gives rise to a positive
asymmetry,and a revelation-of-newseffect at time 2 that generatesa negative
asymmetry.The lattereffect always dominateswhen the metric is big moves,
but not necessarilywhen the metricis skewness, since skewness is influenced
in partby returnsthat are not as far out in the tails of the distribution.To put
it anotherway: we could in principlecalculate higher-orderodd moments of
the returndistribution-for example, the fifth moment, the seventh moment,
etc. These higher-ordermoments would be more heavily influenced by the
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action far out in the tails, and we conjecturethat they would be more likely
to be unconditionallynegative at short horizons, for a wider range of values
of H/V. Nevertheless, the concept of skewness is still an attractiveone to
focus on, since it is intuitive,easy to calculate (in our model), and allows us
to map our findings into the large body of existing evidence that is based on
this parametricmeasure.
In this spirit, another empirically relevant thought experiment is to ask
how skewness varies with the returnhorizon. We begin by defining a scaled
measure of medium-horizonreturns:
Rm = (R +R2)//2.

(23)

The measureis scaled so that,in the rationalexpectationsbenchmark,mediumhorizon returns have the same variance as short-horizonreturns;this sort
of adjustmentis necessary if we are to make meaningful comparisons of
skewness across horizons.17With the definitionin hand, we can establish the
following:
Proposition 4. For values of H/V > 1.84, E[R3] > E[R3]. Thatis, mediumhorizon skewnessis less negative than short-horizonskewnesswhen there are
sufficientlylarge differencesof opinion.
This result is driven by the following simple logic. As we lengthen the
horizon over which returnsare calculated, the potential for prices to move
very sharplydownwardin a shortinterval(between time 1 and time 2) carries
less weight, and thereforecontributesless to negative skewness. Proposition4
also squares nicely with the available evidence. For example, Bakshi, Cao,
and Chen (1997) and Derman (1999) find that the magnitudeof the "smirk"
in S&P 500 index option implied volatilities-the extent to which implied
volatilities for out-of-the-money puts exceed those for out-of-the-money
calls-is a decreasing function of the maturity of the options. Thus the
options marketis suggesting that negative returnskewness in the S&P 500
index diminishes with the horizon over which returnsare measured.
2.3.3 Trading volume and conditional skewness. Although we have not
emphasized it to this point, our model-like any model incorporatingdifferences of opinion-has straightforwardimplications for trading volume.'8
Simply put, when the heterogeneity parameterH is larger, there will tend
to be more turnover.But since the heterogeneityparameteralso governs the
degree of skewness, we have a novel predictionabout conditional skewness:
that higher tradingvolume is associated with more negative skewness.
17Withoutthe

scaling, there would be a strongtendency for longer-horizonreturns,due to their greatervariance,
to have higher raw third moments.
18
See, for example, Harrisand Raviv (1993), Kandel and Pearson (1995), and Odean (1998) for other models
where differences of opinion drive tradingvolume.
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To show more clearly why this is so, we consider a situation where
H > V.19We continue to assume that, as of time 0, investors A and B have
no initial endowment of the stock. Now let us ask what cumulativetrading
volume is at times 1 and 2.20

First, observe that the only potential buyer at time 1 is B, since A has
not yet received his signal. But the assumption that H > V implies that
SB < P1, so B never buys in equilibriumat time 1. Hence the only trade is
at time 2. At this time, if A has the higher valuation,tradingvolume will be
proportionalto (SA-P2). Conversely,if B has the higher valuation,trading
volume will be proportionalto (SB - P2). This logic can be used to show that
overall expected trading volume will be proportionalto the expected value
of ISA- SB1/2 (see the proof of Lemma 11 in the appendix). This is very
intuitive-trading volume arises to the extent that A's and B's signals differ
from one another.
In the appendix,we use this observationto prove
Lemma 11. For H > V, all trades takeplace at time 2, and expected trading volume is given by kE[ISA- SB/2] = kH/4, where k is a positive constant.
The implications for conditional skewness follow immediately from the
lemma, since, as can be seen in Figure 2, E[R3] is monotonicallydecreasing
in H for H > V. Hence we have established
Proposition 5. For H > V, the degree of negative skewnessin short-horizon
returnsis increasing in trading volume.
Proposition5 can in principle be tested quite directly, using either timeseries data on the aggregatemarketor data on individualstocks. Moreover,it
would appearto be particularlyuseful in constructinga sharp,out-of-sample
test of our theory.For while there are other models that can deliver negative
asymmetries in returns, we are not aware of any that link these negative
asymmetries to trading volume. We return to these issues in more detail
below.
2.4 Robustness issues
2.4.1 Investors A and B have equal probability of moving first. The
analysis thus far has assumed that the more bearish investor B moves first,
at time 1, while the more bullish investorA does not move until time 2. This
assumption is a naturalway to highlight the intuition of our model, since
the model relies on informationbeing hidden at time 1, and B's information
19This
parametricrestrictionsimplifies the analysis but is not strictly necessary for the results that follow.
20

Implicitly,we are assuming that A and B are not active in the marketat time 0 and that prices at this time
are set (without any tradingvolume) by the arbitrageurs,who all agree on what the stock is worth ex ante.
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is more likely to be hidden, given that his valuations are on average lower
than A's.
Nevertheless,it is importantto make it clear that this asymmetricordering
is not responsible for our main results. We have redone everything with an
alternativeformulationof the model in which B moves first with probability
one-half and A moves first with probability one-half. Although we do not
present this analysis in detail here because it is very lengthy-it effectively
involves reworkingevery one of the preceding lemmas and propositionsfor
the case where A moves first-the bottom line is that none of our key conclusions is materiallychanged. (Details are available from the authorsupon
request.)For example, Proposition2 aboutbig moves continuesto go through
exactly as stated.And Proposition3 is actually strengthenedslightly: the conclusion is now that E[R3] < 0 for values of H/V > 1.30, whereas before, we
requiredH/V > 1.69 to generate negative skewness.
2.4.2 Alternative auction mechanisms. One concern about our model is
that the results seem to depend crucially on the form of the auction mechanism, which allows low signals to remain hidden. Although this particular
mechanism is attractiveas a modeling device because of its simplicity and
tractability,there are alternativeways to generate the key feature of hidden
informationat time 1.
For example, suppose that it is costly for investors to show up at the
auction in the first place. In this case, they will not want to show up if there
is no chance that they will wind up buying any stock. Now consider the
decision facing a B investor at time 1 who has drawna relatively low signal
SB. Given his priors on the distributionof SA, and his understandingof the
model, he may be able to anticipatethat any market-clearingprice PI would
certainly lie above SB, regardless of what auction mechanism is used, and
regardlessof how much of SB is revealed in the process. Thus it will not be
worth it for him to attendthe auction, and SB cannot possibly be revealed in
equilibrium,no matterhow the auction is conducted.
2.4.3 Distributions other than the uniform. Clearly the assumptionthat
signals are uniformly distributedgreatly simplifies the analysis. But to what
extent does it color our conclusions? Although we have not been able to
fully redo the model with alternativedistributions,we offer the following
conjectures.
First, the nonparametricresults for big moves summarizedin Proposition2
would seem to be robust and insensitive to the specific signal distribution
that is assumed. These results only rely on the most basic intuitionfrom the
model-that more previously hidden informationis revealed when bad news
comes out at time 2. As we have shown, these results already hold without
regardto the value of H.
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Second, the precise parametricresults for skewness seen in, for example,
Proposition 3, are no doubt more likely to be influenced by distributional
assumptions-a clue to this is the sensitivity of skewness to the parameter
H. But our intuitionsuggests that many alternativedistributionsmay actually
lead to more pronounced negative skewness. To see why, note that with
a uniform signal distribution,the only way to generate negative skewness
is throughour endogenous informationrevelationeffect-previously hidden
informationhas to be forced out by the arrivalof otherbad news. In contrast,
if previously hidden informationsimply comes out through,say, an earnings
announcement,there will be no skewness, because a truncateduniform is
still uniform and hence symmetric.21
If signals were instead normally distributed,it seems that there would be
more potentialfor negative skewness. In particular,considerwhat would happen if SB were hiddenat time 1, and did not come out at time 2, because there
was a high draw of SA. Now returnsat time 3 would be negatively skewed
because the conditional distributionof SB-given that it is a normal truncated from above-is left-skewed. Although obviously far from a complete
treatment,this discussion suggests that, by assuming uniformly distributed
signals, our model is actually conservative,in the sense that it has a harder
time generatingnegative skewness than it otherwise might.
3. Multiple Stocks and Contagion
As discussed in the introduction,there is evidence that individual stocks
become more highly correlated with one another during market declines.
This effect might be seen as indicative of a form of "contagion."We now
discuss two variationson our model which illustratehow such an effect might
arise.
3.1 Differences of opinion about the market factor
One very easy way to generateincreasedcross-stockcorrelationsin a market
downturnis simply to argue that the returnson the market portfolio itself
are, for some reason, negatively skewed. To be more precise, suppose that
there are a large numberof stocks and that the returnon any given stock i
obeys a one-factorstructure:
Ri =RM + Zi,

(24)

where Ri is the returnon stock i, RMis the mean-zeroreturnon the market
factor, and Zi is a mean-zero idiosyncraticcomponent that is independently
and identically distributedacross all stocks and independentof RM.
21

This is why the distributionof the third-periodreturn R3 is always symmetric in our model. This feature
distinguishesour model from Diamond and Verrecchia(1987), where returnsaroundearningsannouncements
can be negatively skewed.
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For a given realizationof RM,we define ij to be the averagevalue (across
all pairs of stocks) of the sample estimator of the covariance between the
returnson any two stocks i and j:
ij = E[RiRjlRM].

(25)

Similarly we define Pi as the average value of the sample estimatorof the
correlationbetween the returnson any two stocks i and j,
i=

E[ggRiR,\]
E[RiRjIRM]
jE[R 2RM]E[R2RM]

(26)

Note that both ?i; and ij are randomvariablesthat depend on the realization
of RM.
In the appendix,we show that
Proposition 6. If the return on the marketfactor is negatively skewed,
< O, then (i) cov(,ij RM)< 0, and (ii) cov(p, RM)< 0.

E[R3

The logic is straightforward.Conditionalon a large movementin the market factor, individual stock returns are highly correlated-this is true even
if the marketfactor is symmetricallydistributed.But if the marketfactor is
negatively skewed, then a large movement in it is more likely to occur on a
decline. So on average,declines in the marketfactor correspondto increased
values of ij and ij.
Therefore, if one assumes that the market factor is itself a traded asset,
and that our model can be applied directly to it, the result about increased
cross-stock correlationsin a downturnwill follow (at short horizons) so long
as there are sufficientdifferences of opinion about the marketfactor that the
conditions of Proposition3 apply.In other words, if for the marketfactor,we
have that H/V > 1.69, then the marketfactor will exhibit negative skewness
at short horizons, and cross-stock correlationswill covary negatively with
marketreturns.
3.2 Idiosyncratic shocks to stock i spill over to stock j
In the preceding setup, "contagion"arises throughshocks to the marketfactor. That is, when there is a large drop in the marketfactor, all stocks tend
to fall together.Although this approachis adequatefor fitting the empirical
facts about increased correlationsin downturns,it may not quite capturethe
economic intuition that many people have about contagion. In this regard,
perhapsa sharperdefinition of contagion is the idea that when there is bad
firm-specific news about one stock i at some time t, this causes a decline
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in the price of anotherstock j, even though the time t news has absolutely
nothing to do with stock j's own fundamentals.22
To capturethis idea, we consider an extension of our model where there
are two stocks. Each stock has its own groups of investors, Ai and Bi for
stock i, and analogously for stock j. Each stock also has its own group of
arbitrageurs.To keep things simple we focus on the polar case where for
both stocks H = 2V.
The informationstructureis as follows. At time 1, investor Bi observes
SB,i, and at time 2, investor Ai observes SA,i (and analogously for stock j).
The terminaldividends on the stocks are given by
Di = (SA,i + SB,i)/2 + Ei,

(27)

Dj = (SA,j +

(28)

SB, j)/2 + E,

where cov(SB, i SB,j) = cov(SA, , SA,j) > 0. Thus the signals of the B investors
are correlatedwith one another,as are the signals of the A investors. This
can be thought of as reflecting the existence of common componentsacross
stocks i and j.23
The pricing of the two stocks proceeds as follows. First, note that because
we have assumed that H = 2V, by Lemma 2, no informationat all comes
out for either stock at time 1-both SB,i and SB,j remain completely hidden
at this time. Next, at time 2, we assume that the marketsfor the two stocks
are momentarilysegmented.That is, the auction mechanismsfor the two are
run separately.Thus the auction for stock i at time 2 only involves investors
Ai and Bi. This implies that prices at time 2 are given exactly as in Lemmas
5-8, with the appropriatei and j subscripts.
However, right after the individualmarketsclear in segmented fashion at
time 2, we insert another date, which we call time 2+, at which point we
allow the arbitrageursto look at prices in both markets simultaneously,in
orderto updatetheir estimates. Thus for example, if SB,i is fully revealed in
the stock i auction at time 2, it does not appear in the price of stock j at
time 2, but it does immediatelyafterward,at time 2+.24
It should now be apparenthow there can be contagion in this framework.
Suppose that at time 2, there is no news about stock j-that is, SA, stays
just at its prior value of (V + H)-but there is bad firm-specificnews about
22This
sharperdefinition appearsin many accounts of emerging marketscrises, where the puzzle posed often
goes something like this: Why is it that bad news that would seem to be specifically about the Russian
economy not only devastatesthe Russian stock marketbut somehow leads to a drop in the Brazilian market
as well? See, for example, Kodres and Pritsker(2002) for a recent treatmentand referencesto related work.
23 As will become
clear, only the asumption that cov(SBi, SB, j) > 0 is needed for our results. The value of
co(SA, i, SA,j) is not relevant;we just set it equal to cov(SBi, SB,j) for symmetry.
24 The
at time 2+ is
of the two marketsbefore we allow full information

just
sharing
momentarysegmentation
a modeling trick. We do it so as to keep the auctions for the two stocks separate,which greatly simplifies the
all
results
from
it
us
to
use
our
earlier
etc.
allows
in
terms
of
cutoff
levels,
Indeed,
analysis of equilibrium
Lemmas 5-8 without any modification.
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stock i, in the form of a low realization of SA,i. Initially, in the segmented
time 2 auctions, the price of stock j is unchanged. However, the price of
stock i falls, and previously hidden informationabout SB,i is revealed, for
exactly the same reasons as in the one-stock case. When we allow for information sharingat time 2+, this new informationon SB,i causes investors in
stock j to revise their estimates of SB,j, given that cov(SB i, SB,j) > 0. So,

remarkably,the price of stock j moves even though there is absolutely no
contemporaneousnews about its own fundamentals.This in turn induces a
correlationbetween the two stocks at a time when stock i is falling.
As a consequence, this setup also delivers increased comovements during
marketdeclines. To be specific, we define the price of stock i at time 2+ as
P, 2+, and the correspondingtwo-periodreturns:25
Ri = (Pi,2+ - Pi, ),

(29)

RM= (Ri + Rj)/2.

(30)

Here RM is the return on a "marketportfolio" that is an equal-weighted
combination of stocks i and j. In addition, we define ij to be the sample
estimatorof the covariancebetween the returnson stocks i and j:
ij=RiRj.

(31)

Note that now -ij is a random variable that depends on the realizations of
both Ri and Rj.
We prove in the appendixthat
Proposition 7. The covariance estimatorfor stocks i and j covaries negatively with the returnon the marketportfolio: cov(&^i,RM)< 0.
4. Empirical Implications
Throughoutthe article we have attemptedto arguethat our model does a parsimoniousjob of fitting a range of existing empiricalfacts about asymmetries
in returndistributions,large price movements,etc. But of course, any theory
is more attractiveif it also offers some novel, as-yet-untestedpredictions,
and thereby puts itself at risk of being rejected in the data.
We believe thatProposition5-which says thathigh tradingvolume should
be associated with more negative skewness-may be particularlyuseful in
this regard.Indeed,in work thatwas initiatedafterthe firstdraftof this article
was completed [Chen,Hong, and Stein (2001)], we conduct a series of crosssectional tests that are motivatedby Proposition5. We begin by constructing
25

Note that it is no longer meaningful to distinguish between one- and two-period returns, since given our
simplifying assumptionthat H = 2V, prices do not change at time 1.
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for individualfirms a measureof the realized skewness of their daily returns,
using six months of data at a time. We then try to forecast this skewness
variable,using only priorinformation.For example, we would try to forecast
the realizeddaily skewness for a given firmover the periodJanuary1, 1999 to
June 30, 1999, using informationaboutthat firm availablepriorto January1.
One of the variables that we use to do this forecast is the firm's detrended
turnoverfrom the previous six months (July 1, 1998-December 31, 1998,
in this example). As it turns out, when turnoveris high relative to trend,
our estimates suggest that subsequent skewness is in fact more negative.
Moreover,across a variety of specifications,the coefficients on turnoverare
strongly statisticallysignificant,as well as economically meaningful.26
While the cross-sectionalresults in Chen, Hong, and Stein (2001) are supportive of the theory, we also document other pieces of evidence that, on
the face of it, appearharderto reconcile with our model. Most notably, the
averageskewness of daily returnsfor individualstocks is positive, in marked
contrast to the significant negative skewness in the returns of the market
portfolio. Although our model admits both positive and negative values of
skewness (depending on the heterogeneityparameterH), it would be a bit
of a stretchto claim that it can explain why individual stocks are positively
skewed, since there is no clear basis for assuming that there is less heterogeneity of opinion about individual stocks than about the market as a
whole.27
In Chen, Hong, and Stein (2001), we appeal to factors outside of the current model to explain the positive skewness in individualstocks. In particular,
we develop a "discretionarydisclosure"hypothesis in which a managersitting on a large chunk of good news releases it to the public immediately,
but a managersitting on bad news only allows this bad news to dribble out
slowly. Such a patternof informationrevelationwill tend to imparta degree
of positive skewness to individual stock returns,but will-if the managed
news is idiosyncratic-have no effect on the skewness of the marketportfolio. In supportof this hypothesis, we show that positive skewness is most
pronounced in small stocks, and, controlling for size, in stocks with low
analyst coverage. To the extent that it is easier for the managers of small,
low-coverage firms to conceal informationfrom the market,this is exactly
what one would predict based on the premise of discretionarydisclosure.
Overall, this discussion suggests the following conclusions. On the one
hand, the model in this article seems to do a good job of fitting the stylized
26

A recent article by Dennis and Mayhew (2002), though it has a quite different motivation, also produces
evidence that bears on our hypothesis. Dennis and Mayhew develop, for individual stocks, a measure of
implied skewness based on options prices. They then regress this implied skewness measureagainst a variety
of firm-level characteristics.One finding is that, controlling for size, options-impliednegative skewness is
more pronouncedfor high-turnoverfirms.
27Moreover,one
might argue that our model predictsmore negative skewness for individualstocks than for the
market,to the extent that the former are harderto short, either due to direct transactionscosts of shortingor
to institutionalrestrictions.
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facts about the aggregate marketsketched in the introduction.It also seems
to be helpful in explainingthe cross section of skewness in individualstocks.
On the other hand, the model, as it currentlystands,does not provide a good
story for the averagelevel of skewness in individualstocks. If it is to do so,
it will likely have to be extended, perhaps along the lines of our informal
discretionarydisclosure hypothesis.

5. Related Work
In this section we discuss the link between our theory and previous work
that also focuses on either large price movements or returnasymmetries.We
divide this other work into three broad categories: (1) rational models with
incomplete informationaggregation;(2) volatility feedback models; and (3)
behavioralstories.
5.1 Rational models with incomplete information aggregation
One importantclass of theories shows how there can be large movementsin
asset prices in the absence of external news about fundamentals,even when
all marketparticipantsare fully rational.Notable articles include Grossman
(1988), Gennotteand Leland (1990), Jacklin,Kleidon, and Pfleiderer(1992),
and Romer (1993).28 All these articles share a common theme: investors are

initially imperfectly informed about some importantvariable, which is not
revealed to them in prices. However, the process of trading may eventually
cause this informationto come out, at which time prices can change sharply,
even if no externalnews has arrived.
Although our model incorporatessome less than fully rational agents, it
clearly draws heavily on the basic insights from this earlier work, particularly Romer (1993). Romer's model has the feature that tradersstartout not
knowing the precision of each others' information.As shocks arrive, they
updatetheir estimates of this precision, which can be given the interpretation
that each traderis learning about the elasticity of demand of other traders.
This is broadly analogous to our idea of the arbitrageurslearning about the
extent of "buying support"from investor B as investor A bails out of the
market.
In spite of the similarities,however,there is one crucialdistinctionbetween
our model and these others: ours is fundamentallyasymmetric, producing
larger downward price movements than upward ones. In contrast, all the
logic in Romer (1993) is totally symmetric, so large up and down moves

28 See Kleidon
(1995) for a detailed review of this branchof the literatureand furtherreferences.
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are equally likely.29Somewhat more subtly, while the models of Grossman (1988), Gennotte and Leland (1990), and Jacklin, Kleidon, and Pfleiderer (1992) have been used specifically to explain the stock marketcrash
of October 1987, this argumententails the additionalassumptionthat market
participantssystematically underestimatedthe extent of portfolio insurance
that was in place prior to the crash. While such a "one-bad-draw"type of
assumptionmay be a perfectly reasonableway to rationalizea single given
event, it is hardto use these sorts of models if the goal is to explain a pervasive tendency of marketsto melt down, ratherthan melt up. In other words,
if one runs these models over repeatedly,on averagetradersshould be just as
likely to overestimateas to underestimatethe extent of portfolio insurance,
so the long-run distributionshould show just as many big up moves as big
down moves.30
5.2 Volatility feedback models
Unlike the incomplete informationaggregationtheories, the volatility feedback literature,which includes Pindyck (1984), French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987), and Campbelland Hentschel (1992), is all about asymmetries
in returns.The basic idea is a simple one. When a large piece of news arrives,
this signals that marketvolatility has gone up. Assuming that marketvolatility commands a risk premium, the positive effect of a large piece of good
news is damped, as the increased risk premium effect partially offsets the
direct good news effect. Conversely the negative effect of a large piece of
bad news is amplified.The result is that even if the process driving news is
symmetric,returns-particularlythe returnson the marketportfolio-will be
negatively skewed.
One importantdifferencebetween our approachand the volatility feedback
models is that they are set in a representativeagent framework,and hence
are completely silent on trading volume, while our focus on differences of
opinion leads very naturallyto a linkage between volume and the conditional
intensityof negative skewness. Moreover,from the perspectiveof our interest
in crashes, a weakness of the volatility feedback class of models is that, like
any rationalmodel with perfect information,they requirevery large doses of
external public news if they are to generate very large price movements.31
29 A recent article that extends Romer
(1993) is Cao, Coval, and Hirshleifer(2002). Their model can produce

certain conditional patternsin skewness-that is, negative skewness after price increases, and positive skewness after price declines. However,it appearsthat, like in Romer's model, there is no unconditionalskewness,
and hence no predictionthat large down moves are ex ante more likely than large up moves.

30A similar observationcan be made about other, more microstructure-oriented
accounts of the October 1987
crash, including those in the Brady Report (1988) or Greenwaldand Stein (1991). These accounts emphasize
how unusually large selling volume overwhelmedmarket-makingcapacity, thereby exacerbatingthe decline
in prices. But their inherently symmetric logic would seem to suggest that if there were ever comparable
buying volume, one should get an equal-sized increase in prices.
31 The same can be said of the
"leverage effects" analyzed by Black (1976), Christie (1982), and Schwert
(1989): they can clearly create asymmetries,but they cannot deliver price changes that are out of proportion
to contemporaneouspublic news.
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Thus these models may be more helpful in thinkingabout skewness in "typical" stock returns, as opposed to rare tail events; certainly this has been
the focus of the empirical literaturethat has adopted the volatility feeback
approach.32

So to give an oversimplifiedsummary,the incomplete informationaggregation models and the volatility feedback models each get at some of the
elements of our definition of a crash. But none get at all the elements
simultaneously.The incomplete information aggregation models are good
for producingbig price movements without big news, but not for delivering
asymmetries. Conversely, the volatility feedback models generate asymmetries, but they do not leave open a role for tradingvolume. Nor is it clear that
they are helpful for thinkingaboutreally dramaticprice changes, particularly
if these price changes occur in the absence of equally dramaticnews.
5.3 Behavioral stories
It is often argued informally that stock market crashes should be thought
of as evidence against traditional,fully rationalmodels of asset pricing. For
example, Shleifer and Summers (1990:19) write: "the stock in the efficient
marketshypothesis... crashed along with the rest of the marketon October
19, 1987."While this sentimentmay well be on target,it strikesus as somewhat ironic that the behavioral finance literaturehas not really made much
progress in understandingcrashes; indeed, in our view, not nearly as much
as the above-discussedline of work on incomplete informationaggregation.
A standardbehavioralinterpretationof a marketcrashis that it representsa
sudden,radicalshift in investorsentiment;in the words of Shiller (1989:1), a
crash is a time when "the investing public en masse capriciouslychanges its
mind."But, as with the more rationaltheories, this explanationagain leaves
unansweredthe question of asymmetries:why is it that the biggest capricious
changes in sentimentare negative, ratherthan positive changes? Perhapsone
might argue that fear and panic are more powerful emotions than optimism
and euphoria,but this strikes us as an unsatisfyingrationalization.33
In contrast,one of the key selling points of our theory is that one can start
with a symmetric driving process for investors' beliefs and still-with the
help of the short-salesconstraint-generate asymmetriesin returns.Certainly
one can, in the spiritof Shiller,think of the signals in our model as containing
an element of capriciousinvestorsentiment.But now we can say that even if
investor A is as likely to become overoptimisticas overpessimisticat time 2,
the marketis more likely to melt down than to melt up at this time.
32

A related point, due to Poterba and Summers (1986), is that the quantitativesignificance of the volatility
feedback effect is likely to be small, since shocks to marketvolatility are not very persistent.
33As an alternativeto investor sentiment stories, there are also rationalbubble models of the sort described by
Blanchardand Watson (1982). The popping of a stochastic bubble can be interpretedas a marketcrash, and
it satisfies our criteria in terms of being both a big move in the absence of news, as well as an inherently
asymmetricphenomenon.However, bubble models have not fared well empirically [West (1988), Flood and
Hodrick (1990)]. Moreover,they have the unattractivefeature that the crash, when it occurs, is based on the
realizationof an extrinsic "sunspot,"and hence cannot be explained within the context of the model.
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6. Conclusion
The model in this article is meant to capture a simple-and we believe
important-piece of intuition about the effect of short-sales constraintson
stock prices: the privateinformationof those relativelybearishinvestorswho
are initially sidelined by the short-salesconstraintis more likely to be flushed
out throughthe tradingprocess when the marketis falling, as opposed to rising. As we have argued,this mechanismcan help shed light on a variety of
stylized facts, including:(1) large movementsin prices that are not accompanied by significantcontemporaneousnews about fundamentals;(2) negative
skewness in the distributionof marketreturns;and (3) increased correlation
among stocks in a falling market.
In addition to rationalizingthese existing pieces of evidence, the model
also makes a distinctivenew out-of-sampleprediction,that negativeskewness
will be most pronouncedconditional on high trading volume. Recent work
reportedin Chen, Hong, and Stein (2001) lends supportto this prediction.At
the same time, this empiricalwork also makes it clear that the currentversion
of the model cannot easily come to grips with all of the relevantfacts about
asymmetriesin returns:while the model seems to do a good job of explaining
cross-sectional variation in skewness at the firm level (skewness is more
negative in firms that have recently experiencedincreases in tradingvolume)
it has a hard time with the fact that on average, skewness in individualfirm returnsis positive. In order to squarewith this last fact, the model will
most likely have to be extended, possibly by incorporatingthe notion that
managershave some control over the rate at which informationis disclosed
to the market,and thatthey are less inclined to let bad news get out promptly.
This article can be seen as part of a recent resurgenceof theoreticaland
empirical interest in the general topic of how short-sales constraintsshape
stock prices. A prominenttheme in much of this new work is the interplay
of short-salesconstraints,less than fully rational investors, and more ratioThis work is also beginning to suggest that short-sales
nal arbitrageurs.34
constraintsmay play a bigger role than one might have guessed based on
just the direct transactionscosts associated with shorting. Although these
direct transactionscosts can be substantialin a minority of cases [D'Avolio
(2002), Geczy, Musto, and Reed (2002), Lamont and Jones (2002)], shorting is also meaningfullyconstrainedby other factors, including institutional
restrictions(as in the case of many mutual funds), and possibly some lesswell-understoodbehavioralbiases. Unfortunatelyour understandingof these
nonstandardconstraintsis still very sketchy.There remainsmuch to be done,
both in terms of developing a fuller understandingof why so many investors
behave as if they were facing prohibitiveshortingcosts, and of exploring the
consequences of such behaviorfor stock prices.
34 See, for example, Chen, Hong, and Stein (2002), D'Avolio (2002), Geczy, Musto, and Reed (2002), Lamont

and Jones (2002), Ofek and Richardson(2003), and Diether, Malloy, and Scherbina(2002).
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Appendix A: Proofs of Lemmas
Proof of Lemma 1. Since SB is uniform on [0, 2V], the risk-neutralarbitrageurs'forecast of
SB given that investor B has not submittedan order at trial price p, is given by
E[SBISB< P,] = Pl/2;

(A. 1)

hence the risk-neutralarbitrageurs'estimate of the terminalvalue of the asset is
E[DISB < p, = (V + H)/2 + p /4.

(A.2)

For any p >SSg, it is easy to show that E[DISB < P,]- P < 0 and so the auctioneerlowers p,
as long as investor B does not submit an order.But since SB > SB, then it follows that SB will
be revealed for a low enough pi. Hence,
P, = (V + H)/2 + SB/2

(A.3)

will be the equilibriumprice.
Proof of Lemma2. Suppose SB < SB. Then for all trial prices pl, where p, > SB, it follows
that SB - p, < 0 and investor B never reveals his information.At Pl = S, the arbitrageurs'
expectationof the stock's terminalvalue,
E[DIp, = SB] = (V + H)/2 + SB/4,

(A.4)

equals the prevailingtrial price and so the marketclears at
P = (V + H)/2 + S;/4 = 2(V + H)/3,

(A.5)

before investorB ever gets into the market.The ex ante probabilityof winding up in the pooling
equilibriumis just
SB/(2V) = (V + H)/(3V),

(A.6)

the probabilitythat SB < SB.
Proof of Lemma3. Since SA is uniformon [H, 2V + H], the risk-neutralarbitrageurs'forecast
of SA given that investor A has not submittedan order at trial price P2 is
E[SA ISA < P2] = (H +p2)/2;

(A.7)

hence the risk-neutralarbitrageurs'estimate of the terminalvalue of the asset is
E[DISA< P2] = (H +p2)/4 + SB/2.

(A.8)

For any P2 > SA, it is easy to show that E[DISA < P2] - P2 < 0 and so the auctioneerlowers P2
as long as investor A does not submit an order.But since SA> SA, then it follows that SA will
be revealed for a low enough P2. Hence,
P2 = SA/2 + SB/2

(A.9)

will be the equilibriumprice.
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Proof of Lemma4. Suppose SA< SA. Then for all trial prices P2, where P2 > SA, it follows
that SA- P2 < 0 and investor A never reveals his information.At P2 = SA, the arbitrageurs'
expectationof the stock's terminalvalue,
E[DIp2 = S] = (H + S)/4 + SB/2,

(A. 10)

equals the prevailingtrial price and so the marketclears at
P2 = (H +
S])/4

+ SB/2 = (2SB+ H)/3

(A. 11)

before investor A ever gets into the market.
Proof of Lemma5. We know that no new informationregardinginvestorB's valuationarrives
at t = 2 and (from Lemma 2) SB was hidden at equilibriumprice
P1 =(V + H)/2+ S/4.

(A.12)

If SA> (V+ H), then it follows that SA-P2 > 0 for some P2 > P1and hence SAwill be revealed
for some P2 > P,. So,
P2 = SA/2 + SB/4 = SA/2 + (V + H)/6

(A.13)

will be the equilibriumprice, and the marketclears before any new informationon SB can be
revealed.
Proof of Lemma6. Since SB < SB*,where S* = 2SA/3, it follows that SA will be revealed
before SB during the auction. Given that SA has been revealed, the risk-neutralarbitrageurs'
estimate of the terminalvalue of the asset at trial price P2 is
E[DISB < P2] = SA/2 + P2/4.

(A. 14)

Since SB < SB*,then for all trial prices P2, where P2 > SB*,it follows that SB- P2 < 0 and
investorB never reveals his information.At P2 = S*, the arbitrageurs'expectationof the stock's
terminalvalue,
E[DIp2 = S*] = SA/2 + S*/4,

(A.15)

equals the prevailingtrial price and so the marketclears at
P2 = SA/2 + S*/4 = 2SA/3

(A.16)

before investor B ever gets into the market.
Proof of Lemma7. It is easy to verify that if SA < SA and SB > H (given that SB < SB), then
SA< SB. Hence SB will be revealed before SA.Given that SB has been revealed,the risk-neutral
arbitrageurs'estimate of the terminalvalue of the asset at trial price P2 is
E[DISA < P2] = (H+ p2)/4+ SB/2.

(A.17)

Since SA < S*, then for all trial prices P2, where P2 > SA, it follows that SA- P2 < 0 and
investorA never reveals his information.At P2 = SA,the arbitrageurs'expectationof the stock's
terminalvalue,
E[DIp2 = S*] = (H + S)/4+
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equals the prevailingtrial price and so the marketclears at
P2 = (H + SA)/4 + SB/2 = (2SB + H)/3

(A.19)

before investor A ever gets into the market.
Proof of Lemma 8. It is easy to verify from Figure 1 that the only parameterregion that
remains is the case where 2(V + H)/3 > SB > 2H/3 and for a fixed realization of SB, SA E
((2SB + H)/3, 3SB/2). In this parameterregion, SA and SB are not too far apartand SB is not
too small, so both values are revealed in the auction process. More precisely, the conditions
required for either one to remain hidden-as established in the previous lemmas-cannot be
established. So,
+ SB/2

P2 = S/2

(A.20)

is the equilibriumprice.
Proof of Lemma9.
E[RI]

Let PO= V + H/2. Then
= E[RI ISB > SB] Pr(SB > S) + E[R ISB < S;] Pr(SB < SB).

(A.21)

Then from the fact that SB is uniformon [0, 2V],

E[R]

V

=

H
+

dy

+(P

dy .

S-P)

(A.22)

It can be shown that
E[R3] = _(H 2V)(H + V)3
648V

(A.23)

Since H < 2V, it follows that VH and V, E[R3] > 0.
Proof of Lemma 10. First, we calculate E[R3] conditionalon being in Case 1, in which SB is
revealed at t = 1, that is, SB > SB. For convenience, let x = SA and y = SB. Under Case 1, the
price is simply P1 = (V + H)/2 + y/2. Then
1
1
E[R| ICase 1] = (
2v
(2V s;)
2v

r2

/2+H

(

+

\

_3-J

\

2V+H'x+

dx

PI)

dx

dy.

(A.24)

Since SA and SB are independentand uniformlydistributed,we have that
E[R

ICase 1] =

(H- 2V)3(121H + 208V)
262440V

(A.25)

Here, since H < 2V, it follows that E[R3ICase 1] > 0.
Now, we calculate E[R3] conditionalon being in Case 2, in which SB is hidden at t = 1, that
is, SB < SB. Under Case 2, the price is simply P, = SB. We will calculate
E[R2 I Case 2]

= 2-V
SB
i=

(A.26)
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where E1 is given by
E

2x/3

V+H(X

12H/3

2V+H

V+H

(

)3

dy

P)

(A.27)

E2 is given by
X

r3 fV+H
x+yP)
+ _ PI dX + J_(

f(

E=f

E2 = 1 (IY

+I

a V+H

(2+
2

-

66

-P)

3

2x/3+

4

P,

dX

dx dy;

(A.28)

and E3 is given by

ase

1972y+HV(
_7H5-70HV

)
9353 V

5515

V3+95V

1049760V(H+

2935

V)A

Withoutloss of generality,let H = aV, where a e [0, 2], that is, a = H/V. Let
PV3=3
AE

E[R3 Case 2]

(A.31)
(A.31)

V3

Note that f(O) = -587/209952 and f(2) = -143/1296, where f(O) < f(2). Furthermore,
f

) = 6130+ 11030a +27102
(a)= -1049760(+a)2

- 2150a3

175a4+285
(A.32)

It is easy to show that Va,f'(a) < 0. Note also that maxf'(ca) = -41/19440 and
argmaxf'() = 2. Hence, VH e [0, 2V], E[R ICase
E[Ra
t 2] 0; moreover,
ICase 2] decreases
monotonicallywith H/V.
Since the probabilityof being in Case 1 is (2V- SB)/2V and the probabilityof being in
Case 2 is SB/2V, it follows that
E[R] = E[R

Case 1]

<:
(2V- sf*^
B +E[R3 Case
2]

(A.33)

Simplifying, we have
E[R3]53H5 - 330H4V + 655H3V2-10115V3

g(C) = E[R-]/V3.
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Note that g(0) = 1153/349920 and g(2) = -143/12960. Furthermore,
-3105g'(a)=

230a + 1965a2 -1320a3 + 265a4
349920

.
(A.36)

It is easy to show thatVa, g'(a) < 0 since maxg'(a) = -5/864 and argmaxg'(a) = 2. Moreover,
E[R3] = 0 for H/V ; .3756. Hence, E[R3] monotonicallydecreases with H/V and is negative
for H/V > .3756.
Proof of Lemma 11. We have already observed that for H > V, there is no trade at time 1.
Thus total tradingvolume will be equivalentto the long position of whicheverinvestor(A or B)
has the higher valuationat time 2, that is, volume will be proportionalto (SA - P2) if SA > SB
and to (SB - P2) if SB > SA.

Next, observe that when SA > SB, we can rewrite P2 = SA/2 + SB/2, where SB/2 is the
arbitrageurs'estimate of SB (whetherit is fully revealed or not). Thus when SA> SB, volume is
proportional to (SA/2 - SB/2). Conversely, when SB > SA, volume is proportional to (SB/2SA/2).
Applying the law of iteratedexpectations,when SA > SB, ex ante expected volume is propor-

tional to E[SA/2 - SB/2] = ESA/2 - SB/2]. Similarly,when SB > SA, ex ante expected volume
is proportionalto E[SB/2- SA/2] = E[SB/2- SA/2]. Combining terms, we can write overall
ex ante expected volume as E[ISA/2- SB/21] as in the text.
Now it is straightforwardto evaluate E[ISA/2- SB/21] by integratingover the distributions
of SA and SB. Performingthis integration,we find that E[ISA/2- SB/2] = H/4. So ex ante
expected tradingvolume equals kH/4, as stated in the lemma.

Appendix B: Proofs of Propositions
Proof of Proposition 1. Since SB and SAare symmetricallydistributed(with the same variance)
and are fully revealed at time 1 and 2, respectively,the fact that prices are efficient means that
returnsare symmetricallydistributedand homoscedastic.
Proof of Proposition 2.
the text.

This follows easily from the calculationsprovidedin Section 2.3.1 of

Proof of Proposition 3.

From Equations(A.23) and (A.34), we have that

3 2233V5 - 405HV4+ 1505H2V3+
E[Rfls~

=

115H3V2-870H4V

+ 53H5

(A.37)

699840V2

Then let
h(a)=

E[R3]
V3

(A.38)

and h(1.691) = 0. Using similar arguments
Note that h(0) = 223/699840, h(2) =-143/25920,
to those in Lemma 10, it is not hard to show that for H/V > 1.691, E[R3] < 0.
Proof of Proposition4. We now calculate the medium-horizonskewness E[R ]. Using the
same argumentsas in Lemmas 9 and 10, we have
E[R3] = -8V5 + 145HV4 30H2V3+40H3 V2- 50H4V + H5
E[R3]=
51840/2

(A.39)
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From Equations(A.37) and (A.39), we can define the difference between the short-horizonand
the medium-horizonskewness as
E[R31 - E[R

A=E[R-E3

3

]

(A.40)

V3

It is not hardto show that Va > 1.834, A < 0. So for sufficiently large values of H/V, there is
less negative skewness in medium-horizonreturnsthan in short-horizonreturns.
Proof of Proposition6. We will presentthe proof for Pij;the proof for &ijis a simplervariation
on the same argument.Recall our definitionof Pii:
E[RiRjIRM]
JE[R

Rm]E[RIRM]E[R]2RM]

Since Ri = RM+ Zi, it follows that
R2

RM+ Z

(A.42)

where cz2 is the varianceof the Zi's. Then observe that
1

R2

1M I
tt2

Pij-1

(A.43)

So we have

E[ i

lRMR3=

-

R[

>0,

(A.44)

since E[R3] < 0 by assumption.It follows then that
E[PiJRM]< 0,

(A.45)

since

P-e 1T)"<0.
Proof of Proposition 7.

(A.46)

We first define some simplifying notations. Let
SBk = E2+[SB,k]

(A.47)

be the conditional expectation of SBk at time t = 2+ for k = i, j. Then define the operator5,
applied to a randomvariableX, as
8X = X-Eo[X].

(A.48)

We can then rewrite
Ri = 2(SA,i

+SB,i),

Rj = 2(SA j + SB),
RM =
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+
1 (A+
-=4 +
+ SB, i + SB, j).
(SA,+ i +
-SA,j

(A.49)
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Using the expressions for Ri, Rj, and RMgiven in Equation(A.49), we can expand E[RiRjRM].
Droppingterms that are equal to zero, we have
E[RiRjRM] = 16E[6SA j(8SB2i2
+ 28SA,iSB,

SAi(S,8SB)2

i8SB,j

+ 2SA, jSB,

iSB,

j].

(A.50)

We already know from the one-asset version of our model that E[6SA,k(SB,
k)2] < 0 for k = i, j.
Given the further assumptions that cov(SB i, SB,j) > 0, and that the SA's and SB's are independent,

it must be that
SSB, i = k6SB, j + 7,

(A.51)

(and vice versa), where k > 0 and 17, is independent of S, i and SA j. It then follows that the
expectationof each of the terms of Equation(A.50) is negative, so E[RiRjRM] < 0.
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